Reference: CVP265
Ageing wine cabinet
ENTRUST YOUR WINES TO A SPECIALIST

Ageing range

Capacity: 264 bottles*
Free standing installation
Design: red burgundy body door frame
Cooling system: compressor
Adjustable temperature range of use:
12°C +/-2°C
Electromechanical regulation
Thermometer with red electronic display
1 plain door, Château-silkscreening on
inner side

This wine cellar guarantees the same ideal conditions
offered by the best traditional underground

cellars. Age effectively your best bottles of wine,
protect them and allow them to reach their potential!

Our products are manufactured in compliance with European
environmental rules. Especially, refrigerant fluid (R600a) doesn’t reject
neither CFC nor HFC and respect environment.
Energy consumption is calculated based on the result obtained for 24h in
standard test conditions. The actual energy consumption depends on the
conditions of use and location of the device.
This equipment is designed to be used in an ambient temperature
between 10°-32°C.
This appliance is intended to be used exclusively for the storage of wine.
Alcohol abuse is dangerous for health, please consume in moderation.
*Capacity given as an indication with 75cl Bordeaux traditional type
bottles and measured with 5 shelves. Adding shelves reduce
considerably the total capacity.

Active charcoal filter - FILTRE1
It's recommended to change it every years.
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> EQUIPMENTS INCLUDED
5 fixed wooden shelves, wooden front, ref :
CLASSIQUE 2/62
2 adjustable feet (height 4 cm)
2 wheels
1 active charcoal filter
Anti-vibration system

> TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Energy class: A
Annual electrical consumption: 173 kWh
Climatic class: SN-N (10°C - 32°C) (10°-32°C)
Noise level: 43 dB
Voltage: 230 V
Power input: 137 W
Category: 2 - Wine cellar
Type of gas : R600a

> SAFETY
Anti-freeze security: ensures a positive temperature
in your cellar and prevents the freezing of your bottles
in winter

> LOGISTIC DATAS

> COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES

Gross dimensions (WxDxH cm)
Net dimensions (WxDxH cm)
Gross weight (kg)
Net weight (kg)
Full truck (pcs)
Container (pcs)
20'
40'
40' HC

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

67 x 76 x 189
62 x 71 x 186
82.00
75.00
57
0
0
0

Gencod

3595321217161

Wooden shelf: ref. PREMIUM 1/62
Wooden adjustable shelf: ref. MODULPELLI
Wooden reversible shelf: ref. COLLECTOR 1/62
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